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Substituted by the House, on motion of Mr. Flynn of Bridgewater,
for a Bill to levy charges against operators of nuclear power plants
within the Commonwealth for the support of preparedness and re-
sponse plans (House, No. 2012). June 18.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Eighty.

An Act assessing charges against operators of nuclear power

PLANTS WITHIN THE COMMONWEALTH FOR THE SUPPORT OF PRE-
PAREDNESS AND RESPONSE PLANS AND AUDIBLE WARNING SYSTEMS.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House ofRepresentatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 SECTION 1. Section 2B of chapter 639 of the acts of 1950,
2 inserted by section 24 of chapter 796 of the acts of 1979, is hereby
3 amended by adding the following paragraphs:
4 To support the development and operation of preparedness and
5 response plans within the “nuclear power plant areas,” in the
6 Commonwealth, the operators of nuclear reactors shall have rea-
-7 sonable charges levied against them and the revenues generated
8 under this system formula shall be distributed to the local commu-
-9 nities that fall within the ten mile radius of the“nuclear power plant
10 areas” for the development of said plans.

I 1 The civil defense agency is hereby required to develop plans for
12 standard or uniform prompt audible warning system. In the event
13 the local governing body determines that a prompt audible warn-
-14 ing system is required in their community, the local governing body
15 shall forward a request for approval of a prompt audible warning
16 system to the state civil defense agency. Said prompt audible
17 warning system shall provide for warning in the event of any
18 accidental release of radioactive materials or any potential hazard
19 to the public health and safety. \The costs of this system shall be
20 assessed to the operators of the nuclear reactors.
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1 SECTION 2. Notwithstanding the provisions of sections seven-
-2 teen and eighteen of chapter twenty-five of the General Laws, the
3 department of public utilities is hereby authorized to make an
4 assessment against each operator of a nuclear reactor, based upon
5 the intrastate operating revenues of each of said companies derived
6 from sales within the commonwealth of electric service, as shown
7 in the most recent year’s annual report ofeach of said companies to
8 the department of public utilities. Said assessments shall be made
9 at a rate as shall be determined and certified annually by the

10 department of public utilities as sufficient to produce sufficient
I I revenues to defray a local community’s costs of installing and
12 maintaining prompt audible warning systems. The department of
13 public utilities shall determine what are reasonable charges for the
14 development and revision of preparedness and response plans, and
15 for the installation and maintenance of prompt audible warning
16 systems. Assessments under this section may not be credited to the
17 normal operating costs of any company.


